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INTRODUCTION
Despite pedestrian deaths having decreased by 16% since 1993, 4,749 pedestrians
were nevertheless killed in traffic crashes in the United States in 2003. Of these deaths,
35% occurred in daylight (U.S. DOT, 2004). Daytime pedestrian conspicuity, while
perhaps not viewed to be as critical on the basis of fatality rates as nighttime conspicuity,
nonetheless remains a serious issue–particularly as it applies to the design of highvisibility safety apparel for occupations exposed to traffic, like road construction.
The design of occupational safety apparel for road construction workers offers
some unique challenges. For example, an optimal design would work well both during
the day and at night. Requiring workers to wear different safety apparel for day and
nighttime conditions might not only be cost prohibitive, but it may also be unrealistic in
that it would lead to uncertainty in some conditions (such as at dusk or dawn) as to which
garment should be worn. Use of a single garment that is suitable under all lighting
conditions would mean that workers would not have to change garments as ambient
lighting conditions change in order to stay safe. Additional challenges associated with
the design of occupational safety apparel include providing comfortable materials that are
light-weight and do not trap much heat or moisture, garments that permit worker
flexibility, and durable materials that stand up to prolonged ultraviolet exposure but can
be easily laundered.
The benefit of using fluorescent-colored materials in high-visibility safety
garments has been recognized for many years (Michon, Eernst, and Koutstall, 1969).
However, beyond the general recognition that fluorescent colors are more likely to make
a pedestrian “stand out” from the surrounding scenery in daylight conditions, only a
handful of research studies have examined in detail the benefits of high-visibility apparel
(e.g., Ashford, Stroud, Kirkby, and Kirk, 1978), and even fewer have addressed issues
like color contrast or the amount of fluorescent materials required to optimize a
garment’s daytime conspicuity (e.g., Brackett and Stuart, 1982; Brich, 1998).
To make matters more complicated, road construction work zones already contain
a wide variety of fluorescent orange traffic control devices that delineate the work zone
from traffic. These devices can be in the form of cones, barrels, barriers, etc. In addition,
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road signs identifying the work zone or reduced speed limits within the zone, and even
heavy equipment, can also be fluorescent orange. Amidst the “sea” of fluorescent orange
associated with a work zone, it is increasingly challenging to make pedestrians not only
detectable, but also recognizable.
A field study by Turner, Simmons, and Graham (1997) examined the effect that
fabric color for vests had on detection distances in four simulated work zone settings
under daytime conditions. Eleven fabric colors were examined in both cluttered and
uncluttered conditions. None of the vests had retroreflective trim, but one vest was a
combination of fluorescent orange and fluorescent yellow fabric. The authors reported
that both vest color and work zone conditions had significant effects of detection
distance, but that there was not a significant interaction of these two factors. Therefore,
collapsing detection distances across work zone conditions, mean detection distances
were reported for the ten vest colors and one color combination. The results showed that
a fluorescent red-orange vest was detected at the longest distance. The authors concluded
by recommending the use of fluorescent red-orange fabric for safety garments, even in
cluttered conditions where other objects in the environment may match the color of the
vest.
Turner et al. also recommended, based on their results, that fluorescent yellowgreen, or the combination of fluorescent red-orange and fluorescent yellow-green, were
good alternatives to fluorescent red-orange, but that one color or color combination
should be recommended for use as a national standard, and that the effect of combined
retroreflective treatment with the vests should be examined under daytime conditions.
However, this study was conducted on what was essentially a closed course, with little or
no other traffic, and the participants were passengers in a car driven by a researcher. As
such, the participants were not subjected to workload demands comparable to the
conditions present in most naturalistic driving conditions, and therefore the distances at
which the pedestrians were detected may not be representative of real-world conditions.
In addition, only safety vests were included as stimuli in the study and only workzone
scenes were examined.
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The Present Study
A naturalistic, daytime field study was conducted to assess the effects of garment
color (fluorescent yellow-green or fluorescent red-orange), the amount of background
material (vest or jacket), pedestrian arm motion (moving or stationary), scene complexity
(low or medium complexity) and driver age (younger or older) on the conspicuity of
personal safety garments. Distances at which drivers of an instrumented research vehicle
detected pedestrians outfitted in the fluorescent garments were recorded. Drivers had no
prior knowledge of where along a fixed 31-km route pedestrians would be located, nor
the number of pedestrians positioned along the route. All of the challenges normally
encountered when driving on public roadways were present (other motor vehicles, traffic
signals, signs, pedestrians, and bicyclists), imposing an ecologically valid level of
workload on the drivers.
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METHOD
Participants
Sixteen paid drivers, eight older (ranging from 65 to 77, mean age = 69.8) and
eight younger (ranging from 20 to 29, mean age = 25.1) took part in this study. Each of
the two age groups was balanced for gender. Drivers were recruited from a list of
potentially interested persons maintained by UMTRI, and each was a licensed driver.
Participation required a total of three hours.
All drivers had color normal vision, as determined by using pseudoisochromatic
plates (Ichikawa, Hukami, Tanabe, and Kawakami, 1978). The average visual acuity
score was 20/23, with younger drivers averaging better (mean = 20/19) than older drivers
(mean = 20/30). Drivers were instructed to wear any corrective lenses that they normally
wear when driving during visual acuity testing, and while taking part in the study.
Stimuli
Four new ANSI/ISEA 107-2004 compliant garments were used in this study.
Two of the garments had fluorescent yellow-green background material (a Class 2 vest
and a Class 2 jacket) and two had fluorescent red-orange background material (a Class 2
vest and a Class 2 jacket). All garments were size XL (extra large). The vests utilized
approximately 0.9 m2 of fluorescent background material, whereas the jackets used
approximately 1.1 m2 of fluorescent background material. All retroreflective trim was
silver, 50-mm wide, cloth-backed, exposed reflective-lenses material. Each garment
contained 0.17 m2 of retroreflective trim (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Illustration showing the types of garments used as stimuli.
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Task and Experimental Setup
The task involved performing a search task while driving the research vehicle on
two traversals of a 31-km route through Ann Arbor, MI.

Drivers were instructed to

indicate to an accompanying researcher when they saw a road worker wearing a highvisibility safety garment along the side of the road. Drivers were shown an example of
the high-visibility safety garments they would be searching for. Drivers had no prior
knowledge of where along the route pedestrians would be located, nor the number of
pedestrians positioned along the route. The vehicles’ windshields were regularly cleaned
and testing was not performed in inclement weather. Instructions read to drivers were as
follows:
Thank you for agreeing to participate in our study of conspicuity of road worker
garments. You will drive the route three times and for each of the drives you will
be accompanied by a researcher. The first time that you drive the route, we will
not be collecting data. It’s a test drive to familiarize you with the route. The
researcher will serve as your navigator and will be available to answer questions
that you might have about the study, but we ask that you keep any other chatting
to a minimum. We would like to have you focus on driving and identifying road
workers that you will see along the route. Your task is to announce, as quickly as
possible, whenever you see a road worker along the side of the road by saying
“Worker.”
Here is an example of the vests that the workers will be wearing. (Show them the
vest.) I would like for you to keep the following things in mind:
•

Except for when you have been asked to make a left turn, please drive in the
right lane.
• You will be given a short break between the trips.
Once again, please announce “Worker” as soon as you see a road worker along
the side of a road. Please disregard any other pedestrians or bicyclists.
Do you have any questions?
Two four-door passenger cars equipped with automatic transmissions served as
the instrumented research vehicles. Each vehicle was equipped with a data acquisition
system which included a differential global positioning system (DGPS), a computer and
hard disk, and a button used by the experimenter, positioned in the rear seat, to mark the
global positioning data to indicate the location along the route where drivers first
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identified the position of the pedestrian wearing the high-visibility garment. Vehicle
location was recorded in XYZ ECEF (Earth-Centered, Earth-Fixed) coordinates, and the
detection distances were calculated by using the following formula:

d = ( x 2 − x1 ) 2 + ( y 2 − y1 ) 2 + ( z 2 − z1 ) 2
where (x1, y1, z1) are the coordinates associated with where the driver saw the pedestrian,
and (x2, y2, z2) are the coordinates associated with the actual position of the pedestrian.
The study was conducted during the day on public roads in Ann Arbor. Prior to
collecting data, drivers drove the route once in order to familiarize themselves with the
route and to minimize the need for navigation assistance from the accompanying
experimenter. All driving was done on major arterials or local roads. There were no
limited access segments in the route.

Experimenters posing as pedestrians were

positioned along the route at sixteen different locations (eight positions per traversal).
They stood on the right side of the road 1 m from the edge line. For each trial, an
experimenter was wearing one of the four retroreflective garments and facing oncoming
traffic. Additionally, in half of the trials the pedestrian’s arms were stationary and in half
of the trials the arms were in motion (swinging his/her arms).
Two levels of environmental complexity, low and medium, were examined. The
low complexity environment was characterized by low traffic density and sparse
housing/businesses (Figure 2). The activity associated with strip malls and other business
areas and higher traffic densities were characteristics of the medium complexity segments
of the route (Figure 3).

Trials were divided evenly between the low and medium

complexity environmental conditions.
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Figure 2. An example of the low complexity environment. The arrow is pointing to the
pedestrian.

Figure 3. An example of the medium complexity environment. The arrow is pointing to
the pedestrian.
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RESULTS
Analysis of Variance

A mixed-design repeated-measures analysis of variance was performed on the
data. The within-subject variables were garment type (two levels), garment color (two
levels), arm motion (two levels), and scene complexity (two levels). The betweensubject variable was driver age (two levels). The dependent measure was the distance at
which a pedestrian was detected.

The analysis included the Greenhouse-Geisser

adjustment of the degrees of freedom for within-subject tests.
Missed Trials

Of the 256 trials conducted, there were four trials in which drivers missed
detecting a pedestrian altogether. The four misses were associated with four different
drivers. Three of the missed trials occurred when three younger drivers failed to detect a
pedestrian wearing a Class 2 jacket. The remaining missed trial was for an older driver
who missed a pedestrian wearing a Class 2 vest. Zero was used for detection distance on
trials in which the subjects failed to detect the pedestrian.
Main Effects
Scene Complexity. There was a significant main effect of scene complexity, F(1,

14) = 21.3, p < .001. On average, drivers detected pedestrians 70 m farther in the low
complexity scenes than they did in the medium complexity scenes (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The main effect of scene complexity on detection distance.
represent mean standard error.

Error bars

The four remaining main effects were not statistically significant. While not
significant, the associated mean detection distances are provided in parentheses, for
reference only, after the reporting of the F statistic and p-values. Garment type, F(1, 14)
= .876, p = .365 (vest mean = 223 m, jacket mean = 238 m); garment color , F(1, 14) =
.842, p = .374 (fluorescent orange mean = 226 m, fluorescent yellow-green mean = 235
m); arm motion, F(1, 14) = 1.2, p = .287 (stationary mean = 225 m, moving mean = 236
m); and driver age, F(1, 14) = 1.1, p = .745 (younger mean = 226 m, older mean =
235 m).
Significant Two-Way Interactions
Garment by Arm Motion. Although the main effects of garment and arm

motion were not significant, a significant two-way interaction between them was
observed, F(1, 14) = 4.9, p = .043. Figure 5 illustrates that while pedestrians who moved
their arms were on average detected at slightly farther distances when wearing the Class 2
vest (239 m) than when wearing the Class 2 jacket (233 m), pedestrians who were
motionless were detected at substantially longer distances when wearing the jacket (243
m) as compared to when wearing the vest (208 m). Stated another way, arm motion
significantly increased detection distances, provided the pedestrian was wearing a Class 2
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vest, but arm motion had little effect on detection distances when the pedestrian was

Mean Detection Distance (m)

wearing the Class 2 jacket.
300
250

243

239

233

208

200
Stationary

150

Moving

100
50
0
Class 2 Jacket

Class 2 Vest
Garment Type

Figure 5. The interaction of garment type and arm motion on detection distance. Error
bars represent mean standard error.

Significant Three-Way Interactions

There were two three-way interactions that were statistically significant, scene
complexity by garment color by garment type, F(1, 14) = 6.3, p = .025, and garment
color by garment type by arm motion, F(1, 14) = 5.8, p = .03.
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DISCUSSION

The only significant main effect observed in this field study was scene
complexity. Specifically, pedestrians were detected at longer distances when the scene
was of a lower complexity.

This result is consistent with research that has been

preformed under nighttime conditions where the conspicuity of retroreflectors on highvisibility garments was found to be significantly affected by the complexity of the
surrounding scene (Sayer and Mefford, 2004). In both the current and previous research,
the tasks have been that of search conspicuity, with the drivers having no prior
knowledge of where a pedestrian might be located, but knowing that pedestrians with
high-visibility garments will be present somewhere along the route. In essence, this task
becomes a signal-to-noise ratio problem. The more background information a driver has
to search through, or to respond to, the longer it is likely to take to locate specific targets.
Detection distances between the fluorescent yellow-green and the fluorescent redorange garments were not significantly different, nor were there any significant two-way
interactions involving garment color. Consequently, to the degree that there is no color
contrast incorporated into a garment either through the use of fluorescent fabric or
combined-performance materials (i.e., fluorescent colored retroreflective trim), there
appears to be no difference in conspicuity between the fluorescent yellow-green and
fluorescent red-orange background materials. The effect on the conspicuity of safety
garments incorporating contrasting fluorescent colors remains to be studied under similar
naturalistic conditions. But previous research in a static setting (Sayer and Mefford,
2000) showed that the use of contrasting fluorescent colors significantly increased
subjective assessments of conspicuity, and therefore warrants investigation using a more
ecologically-valid methodological approach like that of the current study. Furthermore,
imbedding the garments into scenes that include traffic control materials, such as
roadway work zones, should also be considered. While this is reasonably straightforward
to accomplish in a test-track environment (Sayer and Mefford, 2003), it is much more
challenging in an ecological-valid testing procedure, like that used in the current study.
The results of this field study indicate that there was no main effect of garment
type on the conspicuity of pedestrians during the daytime. The lack of a main effect for
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garment type was again similar to results reported previously in a nighttime condition
(Sayer and Mefford, 2004).

However, in the nighttime condition, whether a high-

visibility garment included arms or not determined where retroreflective trim (the
element making the garment conspicuous at night) could be placed, and not necessarily to
the general conspicuity of the garment. Whereas in the daytime condition, the roles of
the retroreflective trim and the background materials should have been reversed, and the
fluorescent background material should be the element of the high-visibility garment
most likely to make it conspicuous. However, the addition of fluorescent material in the
form of the Class 2 jacket’s arms did not significantly improve detection distances.
In the current study, arm motion by the pedestrian did not have a statistically
significant effect on detection distances. In contrast, in the pervious study conducted at
night (Sayer and Mefford, 2004), arm motion did significantly improve pedestrian
detection distances, independent of the type of retroreflective treatment.

Sayer and

Mefford (2004) theorized that arm motion resulted in a “flashing” appearance of the
retroreflectors in the nighttime condition. Because the current study was conducted
during daylight hours, when the silver retroreflective trim is unlikely to contribute much
to a garment’s conspicuity, it is perhaps not surprising that a significant effect of arm
motion was not observed. However, it is important to note that the current study only
examined one type of orientation—where the pedestrian faced the oncoming vehicles. In
the previous study two levels of orientation were examined, and an orientation by arm
motion interaction was observed. Specifically, detection distances were shortest when
the pedestrian stood motionless and perpendicular to the flow of traffic. Thus, future
study related to daytime conspicuity of high-visibility garments should not necessarily
exclude arm motion as a factor.
Lastly, the detection distances of high-visibility garments were not affected by
driver age, even though older drivers had a somewhat lower mean visual acuity. In
addition, three of the four missed trials were associated with the younger drivers and only
one with an older driver. Consequently, unlike some of the previous studies examining
the nighttime conspicuity of high-visibility garments incorporating retroreflectors (Sayer
and Mefford, 2002), daytime conspicuity of high-visibility garments does not appear to
be affected by driver age under the conditions examined.
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CONCLUSIONS

The current study was conducted under conditions that were generally more
ecologically valid than those in many previous studies examining the daytime conspicuity
of high-visibility garments. Consequently, the present results may be more representative
of actual distances at which pedestrians wearing these garments might be detected during
daylight conditions.

Conducting the present study on public roads, in real traffic,

provided drivers with ample workload in dealing with naturally occurring traffic and
distracters (such as traffic signals, signs, pedestrians, and bicyclists).
Previous research on pedestrian conspicuity has been largely focused on dark or
nighttime conditions, where pedestrian fatalities are highly overrepresented relative to the
amount of pedestrian travel occurring during the nighttime hours. However, in many
instances, high-visibility garments need to make pedestrians conspicuous both during the
day and night. It is unrealistic to assume that pedestrians will have multiple garments at
their disposal which can be readily switched due to changes in the ambient illumination,
particularly around dusk and dawn, or due to changes in the complexity of the
pedestrian’s surroundings. Therefore, it is important to understand how the various
design elements of high-visibility garments might individually, as well as collectively,
contribute to pedestrian safety under a wide range of conditions. For example, the
current study found no daytime benefit of added fluorescent material contained in a
jacket relative to a vest. However, that does not mean that the presence of the jacket’s
sleeves is not critical to the placement of retroreflective trim for nighttime conspicuity.
While more remains to be learned about how the various characteristics of a highvisibility garment contribute to its conspicuity, more research, in particular, needs to be
conducted during periods of transitional illumination, such as dusk and dawn.
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